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Abstract 

Authors from various times interpreted Sanathana dharma scriptures in accordance with their 

knowledge and environment. In this article the author will interpret Sanathana dharma scriptures 

using advanced theoretical physics concepts to prove that these scriptures are not some mysterious 

philosophical work but they are highly advanced science. A new theoretical physics concept is 

proposed which defines the universe as a four-dimensional continuum. Using this new concept, 

Purusha sukta will be interpreted to prove that Parabrahma is actually is this four-dimensional 

continuum in which we live in. The main implication of the article is that for the first time science 

and religion are connected proving the existence of GOD. 

1 Introduction 
Since the beginning of times, science and religion are in conflict with each other. 

Science tries to give reasoning for the design of the universe and religion 

attributes the power of god and ridicules the scientific reasoning. But is it possible 

to bring them together under same ideology? Is there any such ‘theory of 

everything’ (Barrow 1990) that can explain both the religious believes and major 

scientific concepts?  

Sanathana dharma is basis of major religions in the world. Various scholars 

interpreted Vedas, Upanishads (Chanana 1983, Sarvananda 1985a, 1985b, 1986a, 

and 1986b), Bhagavad-Gita (Bhaktivedanta 1972) and other dharma scriptures on 

the basis of supreme god Parabrahma/Paramatma. 

This article for the first time interprets these scriptures using an advanced 

theoretical physics concept and proves that Sanathana dharma is designed on the 

basis of an advanced physics concept. Section 2 introduces a new theoretical 

physics model for the universe. Using this concept, in section 3 Sanathana dharma 
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scriptures are interpreted. Finally the future work is discussed in the Conclusion 

section. 

2 The Fourth Dimension 

2.1 Present as a flash 
For every action being performed, the past, present and future time spans can be 

identified. But in reality past, the event that happened does not exist anymore and 

the future that is going happen also does not exist. So what really exists is the 

present. It is only present that exists in reality and past and future are only the 

memories of human brain.  

So how small is this present? Present is so small that it is smaller than the span of 

a flash or lightening. Since only present is the one that exists in reality - the living 

beings, the air and water, the earth, the stars and galaxies - all the entities even 

though they look in different shapes they all exists only in a given present as a 

lightening, as a flash or as a refresh. 

2.2 The cycle 

The true nature of the universe can be explained with a simple example. Take 

lightening during a thunder storm. Lightening cannot occur without two ends each 

at different energy states. The circuit completes and energy transition occurs only 

when the start and end points exist.  

Similarly a present that is discussed above cannot exist by itself but it exists in 

collaboration with the next present. The refresh that is discussed above is actually 

in a quasi-equilibrium state that it has to continuously move to the next state there 

by completing the cycle. So the universe in a given cycle transitions itself from 

state 1 to state 2 and updates all the events and the objects. This behavior can be 
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illustrated using tesseract
1
, the four-dimensional mathematical space 

representation (Gardiner 2001, Toth 2002). 

 

 

Figure 1 Tesseract and the states 

 

As shown in the figure 1, the three-dimensional universe, say the cube (State 1), 

transitions from the current state or current present to the next present or next state 

                                                 
1
There is a lot of analysis done on tesseract by scientific community; this footnote summarizes the 

properties of the tesseract which are useful for this article.  

Tesseract 

The four-dimensional mathematical space is represented by combined resultant of two cubes, 

called as tesseract. In geometry, the tesseract is the four-dimensional analog of the (three-

dimensional) cube, where motion along the fourth dimension is often a representation for bounded 

transformations of the cube. A tesseract is in principle obtained by combining two cubes. As 

shown in figure 1, two parallel cubes ABCDEFGH and IJKLMNOP can be connected to become a 

hypercube, with the corners marked as ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP. 

Sixteen seed vertices 

There are sixteen vertices in tesseract, eight vertices per each cube originally used in the creation 

of tesseract. In the figure 1, A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H and I-J-K-L-M-N-O-P are the sixteen vertices. 

Eight cubes 

There are total eight cubes in tesseract, two are the seed cubes, remaining six are creating by 

'combining' the seed cubes. Each cube has 6 faces, so there are total 48 faces. Since these cubes 

share faces, there are 24 resultant faces. 
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in a very controlled way or constrained way illustrated by the dotted lines to reach 

the next state of the three-dimensional universe, the cube (State 2). So the 

universe even though exists as a single refresh at any given present, it updates 

itself countless number of times creating the illusion of this continuous, permanent 

three-dimensional universe. 

2.3 The Frequency 
The number of times the universe updates itself in a given second or the number 

of presents in a given second is the frequency of the universe. This frequency is 

the other dimension, the fourth dimension of the universe. 

2.4 Four-dimensional universe or Continuum 

In summary - 

• The three-dimensional universe - the earth, water, air, galaxies, nebulas so 

huge - exists only as a refresh, a `present', a single frame (like in an 

animation movie). 

• Reinstates itself every cycle. Meaning in every cycle the continuum starts 

with a 'present' and reaches the next 'present'. So every cycle the universe 

achieves two distinct states. 

• Even though the entities, both living and non-living look separate in the 

three-dimensional universe, in the four-dimensional continuum, they all go 

to the next present at a time, thereby gaining the oneness. There is no 

meaning for shape and separation due to this oneness; everything is 

nothing but the four-dimensional continuum. 

• The cycle or the `present' is so small that the span of the universe is less 

than that of lightening span. 
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• Updates itself countless billions of times per second to create the virtual 

3D world. 

• One single entity comprising all. Even though all the objects no matter 

how small or how large, how near or how far - all are as one single entity 

transitions from one present to the next present at a given frequency. 

3 New Interpretation 

3.1 Purusha Sukta 

Purusha sukta (Chanana 1983) is the center point of the new interpretation. 

Purusha sukta actually tries to explain the four-dimensional nature of this 

universe, or it explains the characteristics of the continuum in the same way 

discussed previously in section 2.4. Purusha is called as Purusha to explain this 

four-dimensional universe to a common person. 

Using the concept of four-dimensional continuum, few important slokas from the 

sukta are interpreted. The concept fits in so well that all the slokas are interpreted 

meaningfully in a single context. 

3.1.1 Single Entity 

sahasraśīrṣā puruṣaḥ sahasrākṣaḥ sahasrapāt | 
sabhūmiṃ viśvato vṛtvātyatiṣṭhad daśāṅgulaṃ || 1 || 

 

This is the first sloka of the hymn. This sloka explains the overall nature of 

Purusha, or Parabrahma or the continuum. This sloka emphasizes the oneness 

nature of the continuum. 

sahasra=thousand, infinite śīrṣā=heads puruṣaḥ=continuum has sahasrākṣaḥ= 

infinite eyes sahasrapāt=infinite feet. 

Based on the four-dimensional concept discussed above, even though the living 

entities look separated in the three-dimensional world, in the four-dimensional 
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continuum they all live in oneness as they go from one present to the next. This 

sloka greatly emphasizes on the oneness of the continuum. Since all the beings are 

one in the continuum, the sloka says the continuum has heads, eyes and legs. By 

indirectly rejecting that individual beings have bodies, the sloka emphasizes that it 

is not the living beings but it is the continuum/Purusha who owns the bodies as 

one single being therefore has infinite heads, eyes and feet.  

sa=this Purusha/continuum bhūmiṃ=the earth viśvato=the universe 

vṛtva=manifests/surrenders atyatiṣṭhat=established beyond daśāṅgulaṃ=the ten 

fingers 

In order to avoid the confusion, the second pada of the sloka explains that this 

Purusha even though has all the living entity parts, he is beyond the ten fingers 

and he is expanded to the whole earth and the universe too. Since Paramatma is 

nothing but continuum, it is the continuum that is expanded every where. 

3.1.2 Design 

In the first sloka above the sukta explains the basic oneness nature of the 

continuum. In the third sloka for the first time the sukta explains what this 

continuum consists of. For the first time there is a differentiation between one 

dimension and the remaining three dimensions. 

etāvānasya mahimāto jyāyāṃśca pūruṣaḥ |  

pādo asyaviśvā bhūtāni tripādasyāmṛtaṃ divi || 3 || 

 
pādo asya=one part (dimension) has viśvā bhūtāni= all the moving and 

tripādasya=three parts (three dimensions) has amṛtaṃ divi= the infinite universe. 

This sloka explains how the continuum is made up of. It highlights the one part 

(pāda), and the remaining three parts (tripāda). The sloka explains the three-
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dimensional part is an endless, immutable entity (āmṛtaṃ divi) and due to the 

fourth dimension everything moves (viśvā bhūtāni) or transitions to next state.  

Here the sloka did not say two and two but one and three indicating that 

continuum is a four-dimensional universe with one dimension and remaining three 

dimensions together. This sloka in essence explains the four-dimensional 

arrangement of the universe. 

3.1.3 Behavior 

tripādūrdhva udait puruṣaḥ pādo.asyehābhavāt punaḥ |  

tato viṣvaṃ vyakrāmat sāśanānaśane abhi || 4 || 

 
tripād=three parts(three-dimensional world) ūrdhva=above, visible above 

udait=visible, situated puruṣaḥ=of the continuum pādo asyehā=one part, the 

fouth dimension bhavat punaḥ= refreshes continuously. 

This sloka goes bit more detailed way explaining how the constituents of the 

continuum behave. The three dimensions (tripād) of the continuum are situated 

above (ūrdhva), visible (udait) to us and the fourth dimension (pādo.asyehā) is 

the one that refreshes (bhavāt punaḥ) and takes the three-dimensional world from 

one present to the next.  

3.1.4 Engine 

saptāsyāsan paridhayastriḥ sapta samidhaḥ kṛtāḥ |  

devāyad yajñaṃ tanvānā abadhnan puruṣaṃ paśum || 15 || 

 
asyāsan=for this continuum saptā=seven colors, light or energy, 1x7 

paridhayaḥ= as boundary, constraint triḥ sapta= 3x7, three-dimensional energy 

samidhaḥ kṛtāḥ=as a foundation, basis. 

This sloka explains how the universe is running like an engine for the past billions 

of years. With this sloka the sukta completes the four dimensional concept. In this 
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sloka the continuum transition is explained using the tesseract. Figure 1 illustrates 

the sloka.  

Mass-Energy equivalence principle identifies matter as energy or energy as matter 

with the famous equation E=mc
2
. Visible light spectrum has seven colors – 

VIBGYOR (Violet, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, and Red) (Brand 1995). 

Since mass is energy and light is electromagnetic radiation/energy, the visible 

mass is nothing but electromagnetic energy.  

So in this sloka by using 'seven' for the light spectrum or energy, the sukta 

actually explaining that the three-dimensional world (triḥ sapta) itself is energy 

and the fourth dimension (sapta) or the transition to the next state is also energy 

indicating the whole four-dimensional continuum is an energy signature that exists 

like a lightening in any given present. 

Now look at the figure 1, it shows one cycle of the continuum. So the sloka says 

the continuum starts with the red cube (triḥ sapta), the three-dimensional universe 

representation at the current present, as a basis or starting state of the cycle 

(samidhaḥ kṛtāḥ) and transitions to the next state in the fourth dimension 

(saptāsyāsan), along the boundary shown by the dashed lines (paridhayaḥ). The 

sloka indicates the transition is very constrained, controlled by various forces or 

interactions between entities in a given state. 

So far most crucial slokas are selected to prove the concept. The other slokas also 

describe the continuum but only above slokas are explained to prove the four 

dimensional nature of Paramatma or Purusha. Summarizing the progression of 

slokas sukta followed to explain the four dimensional continuum – 
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Table 1 Purusha Suktham - Continuum 

Sloka Title Description 

1 Definition Overall structure - oneness 

2 Design Dimensions – three and one 

4 Behavior 
Three dimensional world and 

refresh  

15 Engine Transition and cycle 

3.2 Svetasvatara Upanishad 

Sanathana dharma also provides the mathematical representation of Parabrahma 

or four-dimensional continuum, the tesseract, in sloka four of Svetasvatara 

Upanishad (Sarvananda 1986b). 

tamekanemiṃ trivṛutaṃ ṣodaśāntaṃ 
śatārdhāraṃ vimśatipratyarābhiḥ | 
aṣṭakaiḥ ṣadbhirviśvarūpaikapāsaṃ 

             trimārgabhedaṃ dvinimittaikamoham || 4 || 
 
tam=purusha ekanemiṃ=one dimension trivṛutaṃ=three dimensions 

ṣodaśāntaṃ=sixteen corners(vertices) śatārdha=fifty āraṃ=spokes, connectors 

or transition paths vimśati=twenty pratyarābhiḥ=subset (of each of fifty 

50x20=1000, sahasra) infinite aṣṭakaiḥ ṣadbhiḥ= six sets of eight - 48 faces 

viśvarūpaikapāsaṃ= a belt size of universe, the dashed lines trimārgabhedaṃ= 

in a three-dimensional way dvinimittaikamoham= becomes two in every cycle. 

Refer to the figure 1 to understand the above sloka. The sloka starts with 

highlighting the four-dimensional nature (ekanemiṃ, trivṛutaṃ) of the 

continuum. Then starts explaining the tesseract - 

• Sixteen corners (ṣodaśāntaṃ) - There are 16 vertices in tesseract, eight 

per each seed cube. A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H and I-J-K-L-M-N-O-P are the 

vertices as marked in the figure (also see footnote 1 in section 2.2). 
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• Infinite transitions - 'Infinite' is derived from (śatārdha) 50x20 (vimśati ) 

~1000(sahasra or infinite). Per each transitions of the fifty, there twenty 

subsets (pratyarābhiḥ) making thousand or infinite transitions. āraṃ 

means the dashed line connectors in the tesseract. The three-dimensional 

world, cube marked as State 1 in the Figure 1, transitions into next state to 

the cube marked as State 2. This means, in every cycle of the continuum, 

the infinite particles in the universe transitions from one present to the next 

present and we can draw infinite dashed lines just like the way the dashed 

lines showed in the figure indicating the element state transitions. 

• Forty eight faces (aṣṭakaiḥ ṣadbhiḥ) - There are 8 cubes total in tesseract. 

Each cube has six faces so total 8x6=48 faces (see footnote 1 in section 

2.2). 

• Belt size of Universe (viśvarūpaikapāsaṃ) – it is the dashed lines showed 

in the figure which transitions the three-dimensional world in state 1 to the 

three-dimensional world in state 2. So these dashed lines are like a belt 

(pāsaṃ) connecting the both states with a size that of the three-

dimensional world (viśvarūpaika). 

• Three-dimensional way (trimārgabhedaṃ) - the belt connects the three-

dimensional worlds at state 1 and state 2. 

• Becomes two in every cycle (dvinimittaikamoham) - The figure shows 

one cycle of the universe. In this cycle the universe achieves two states - 

state 1 and state 2 thereby will have two states (see section 2.4). 

This sloka explains the tesseract very clearly. By illustrating the mathematical 

representation of four-dimensional space, the tesseract, Svetasvatara upanishad 

completes the definition of Parabrahma. 
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4 Conclusion 
This article clearly explained the universe as four-dimensional continuum 

highlighting its oneness nature and the fraction time it really exists. The article 

also proved that Sanathana dharma realized the same concept, accepted it as 

Parabrahma and supported the concept with tesseract. By proving Paramatma as 

the four-dimensional continuum, this article proved the existence of GOD using 

advanced theoretical physics concepts. 

While teaching the common lay man about the supreme god, Sanathana dharma 

did not picked some imaginary, irrational god head, instead it accepted the four-

dimensional continuum as supreme god.  

Using this new interpretation, all the Sanathana dharma scriptures – Vedas, 

Upanishads, Bhagavad-Gita and other scriptures - can be reinterpreted very 

accurately. Concepts like Atma, Maya, and reincarnation can be explained very 

clearly. Sacred symbols like Srichakra, Swastika and OM can be traced back to 

four-dimensional continuum representation. Overall the entire Sanathana dharma 

can be redefined perfectly using this interpretation.  

Research can be extended to theoretical physics concepts like mass, gravity, a 

theory of everything and the god particle based on the fact that what really exists 

in such a fraction of time for which the continuum really exists. 
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